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Exposing a Chemical Company: Monsanto, “A
Hundred Years of Chemical Harm”
Book Review: Monsanto: a photographic investigation by photographer
Mathieu Asselin
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Featured image: Thuy` Linh, 21 years old. Third generation Agent Orange victim genetic malformation,
born  without  arms.  Thuy`  Linh  finished  high  school  2  years  ago.  She  applied  to  many  universities  to
study  but  most  of  them  didn’t  accept  her  because  of  her  missing  arms.  Her  mother  finally  found  a
school  willing  to  admit  her.  She  finished  her  course  in  design  a  few  months  ago.  Currently,  she  is
looking for a suitable job. She went to Tû Dû Obstetrics Hospital when she was 3 years old and stayed
until she was 18. HO CHI MINH CITY, VIET NAM, 2015. Photo credit: Mathieu Asselin

Many documentary photography projects attempt to reveal  the structural  violence that
society  has  wrought.  Monsanto:  a  photographic  investigation  by  photographer  Mathieu
Asselin is more specific in its aim: it is a visual call for corporate responsibility. Drawing on
the theme of temporality that pollution often creates, the photobook is a timeline that
documents over 100 years of chemical harm. The book explains through word and image
how  the  agrochemical  company  Monsanto  has  caused  ecological,  social,  and  health
problems for countless people across the world.

“The book draws on a wide range of visual techniques to tell its dark story”

If Asselin’s visual project was an academic dissertation, it could be described as using a
‘mixed methods’  approach.  I  don’t  make the comparison to scholarly  work lightly:  the
photobook is an impressively well researched photo-thesis. It could also be compared to
recent moves within academia towards ‘slow scholarship’: the photobook is the product of
long term investigative documentary work. From studio photographs, to outside portraits,
and from candid images, to landscape photographs, the book draws on a wide range of
visual techniques to tell its dark story.

It  is  both ethnographic  and archival  in  tone,  weaving original  images with repurposed
corporate texts and pictures. As Colin Pantall rightly said: ‘it punches home a message by
any means necessary’. The book is both sophisticated and thorough, providing a well timed
antidote to the Greenwashing that chemical companies so often employ. It is no surprise
that  a  company  like  Monsanto  does  everything  it  can  to  improve  its  reputation,  as
accusations of environmental injustice still abound: in June this year the company will go on
trial for allegedly hiding evidence that their weed killing products cause cancer.

Monsanto: a photographic investigation extends the conventional borders of documentary
photography,  using  documents,  memorabilia,  advertisements,  and  found  objects  in  its
narration  of  Monsanto.  For  example,  the  first  ‘act’  of  the  book  is  dedicated  to  Monsanto
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adverts,  which  create  a  utopian  image  of  the  agrochemical  company,  which  is  later
demolished through Asselin’s adroit visual material.

David Baker (65) at his brother Terry’s grave. Terry Baker died at the age of 16 from a brain tumor and
lung cancer, caused by PCB exposure. The average level of PCB in Anniston is twenty-seven times
higher than the national average. EDGEMONT CEMETERY, WEST ANNISTON, ALABAMA, 2012. Photo

credit: Mathieu Asselin

The  juxtaposition  between  bullish  slogans  of  Monsanto’s  advertisements  and  Asselin’s
careful documentation of the visual damage the company has caused is striking. ‘Chemicals
make you eat better’ reads one corporate message; ‘Chemicals help you to live longer’
reads another. As Environmental activist Mark Lynas writes in ‘Seeds of Science‘, Monsanto
tried and failed ‘to reclaim the word ‘chemical’ from rising public distrust and recast it as
something  good’.  Asselin’s  photography  project  becomes  an  interrogation,  of  sorts,
exposing these messages for what they are. In one such official document displayed in the
book,  a  memo  from  1969  reads  ‘we  can’t  afford  to  lose  one  dollar  of  business‘,  raising
questions  about  the  uneven  price  of  life,  and  what  Subhabrata  Bobby  Banerjee  calls
‘necrocapitalism’.

The academic project ‘ToxicDocs‘, from Columbia University and the City University of New
York,  recently  unearthed  classified  Monsanto  documents  that  demonstrate  the
necrocapitalism  of  the  chemical  industry.  Among  the  millions  of  previously  classified
documents on industrial poisons that ToxicDocs have disclosed, are hand written notes from
a meeting at Monsanto on 25th August 1969. The document reveals how the chemical
company planned to deal with the harm that their PCBs’ were causing to the environment.
At the meeting, they brainstormed several alternative ways forward, including “1) Go out of
business“,  and “2) sell  the hell  out of  them as long as we can and do nothing else“.
Monsanto would continue to sell PCBs for almost a decade longer, until public pressure
helped to ban the chemical in the late 1970s.

https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/seeds-of-science-9781472946959/
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0170840607096386
https://www.toxicdocs.org/
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‘What do we tell our customers: The Big Question!’ Recently revealed documents from a Monsanto
meeting in 1969. Documents found via the Toxic Docs project. (view the  original Monsanto documents

here)

“The book reminded me of ‘multi-sited ethnography’ that was made popular by British
Sociologist Michael Burowoy”

Thematically,  Monsanto:  a  photographic  investigation  can be compared to  Philip  Jones
Griffiths’  monochrome  photography  book  ‘Agent  Orange:  Collateral  Damage  in  Vietnam’
(2003). Asselin, born two generations after Griffiths, not only exposes the intergenerational
harm of this deadly defoliant chemical, but also traces the toxic reach of pollution back to
the ‘unregulated paradise‘ of Alabama, USA. In this sense, the book reminded me of ‘multi-
sited ethnography‘ that was made popular by British Sociologist Michael Burowoy, as well as
the ‘follow the thing‘  approach forwarded by human geographer  Ian Cook.  The global
connections and geographies of harm created by Monsanto are vividly portrayed in this
photobook, in both photographic and extraphotographic ways.

https://www.toxicdocs.org/
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In 1996, Monsanto® introduced its first GMO seeds. It ensured that farmers could not save the seeds
and essentially lost the ownership of their seeds. Consequently, the power balance shifted away from
the farmers to corporations who now own about 80 percent of GM corn and 93 percent of the GM soy

market. Now farmers not only have to buy the seeds from the corporations year after year, but they are
also forced to comply with the rules and regulations embedded in the contracts, which are designed to
put the farmers at a juridical disadvantage. VAN BUREN, INDIANA, 2013. Photo credit: Mathieu Asselin

Like  in  other  toxic  geographies,  at  first  glance  the  landscapes  Asselin  documents  are  not
obviously contaminated, and the people he photographs are not always obviously affected.
The photographs Asselin uses are shot in the places Monsanto touched with its social and
chemical legacy, including Vietnam where many victims of Agent Orange still live, and the
post-industrial landscapes of America, where other toxic legacies persist to this day. In the
book  we  learn  about  Polychlorinated  biphenyls  (PCBs)  which  Monsanto  continued  to
manufacture for many years, despite knowing its health risks. We also learn how exposure
to Agent Orange has been linked to myelomas, Parkinson’s disease, Hodgkin’s disease,
lymphomas, Diabetes Type II,  Leukemia, Amyloidosis,  Prostate Cancer,  and many other
illnesses. In this photobook, Asselin exposes the chemical company to a visual scrutiny not
normally given to powerful corporations like Monsanto.

“We are all living downstream of companies like Monsanto”

To quote the writer and photographer Lewis Bush: “It’s really, really rare that a photobook
speaks to you in a way which feels important beyond the narrow realm of photography, and
even does so in a way which feels desperately urgent.” (You can read his excellent review of

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2007/feb/12/uknews.pollution
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/aug/09/monsanto-continued-selling-pcbs-for-years-despite-knowing-health-risks-archives-reveal
https://twitter.com/LewisKayBush
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the book and an interview with Mathieu Asselin here). Having spent the last few years doing
ethnographic research with communities impacted by chemical pollution in ‘Cancer Alley’,
Louisiana, I am also taken by the urgency of this subject. This photography project is not a
work of historical retrospection, but an ongoing story that continues to impact the lives of
many  people  around  the  world.  We  are  all  living  downstream of  companies  such  as
Monsanto, and meticulously researched documentary work such as this photobook become
important mechanisms to hold such industries accountable.

‘Monsanto: a photographic investigation’ has been awarded multiple photography prizes, including the
Dummy Book Award Kassel 2016, the Aperture Foundation First Book Award in 2017, and was recently

shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation 2018.

Mathieu Asselin is giving a talk about ‘Monsanto: a photographic investigation’ at Photobook
Festival Kassel, Germany, on June 1st 2018: tickets here. You can follow Mathieu Asselin on
twitter here. And find out more about his book here.

http://www.disphotic.com/monsanto-an-interview-with-mathieu-asselin/
https://toxicnews.org/2017/11/07/toxic-plants-in-the-deep-south-chemical-plants-plantations-and-plants-that-will-not-grow/https://toxicnews.org/2017/11/07/toxic-plants-in-the-deep-south-chemical-plants-plantations-and-plants-that-will-not-grow/
https://toxicnews.org/2018/05/31/exposing-a-chemical-company/www.2018.fotobookfestival.org/portfolio-item/mathieu-asselin
https://twitter.com/mathieuasselin
https://www.mathieuasselin.com/monsanto/
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